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Leader to Leader 2 2008-03-28 leader to leader 2 brings together the best and
most popular articles from the award winning journal leader to leader by some of
the best selling authors and thought leaders of our day with thirty five new
chapters not included in the previous volume this book is designed as a resource
for leaders at all levels each of the book s five parts opens with guidance and
ideas on how to enact the concepts discussed practical action steps thought
provoking questions and handy tools the parts include understanding leadership
improving your personal effectiveness developing people and teams leading high
performance organizations leading strategically in a world that demands
innovation authors include david allen ram charan clayton christensen stephen
covey marshall goldsmith bill george andy grove rosabeth moss kanter beverly
kaye jim kouzes barry posner patrick lencioni peter senge margaret wheatley and
more
Strategies for Nursing Leadership 2001 drawn from the journal nursing
leadership forum these 29 articles discuss the skills strategies and vision leaders
in the profession use to enhance patient and employee satisfaction and cope with
institutional change business plans speeches succession planning philanthropy
research project
Objectives and Structure and Review of Activities Until March 1992 1992
the manager s job is to make human strength effective and human weakness
irrelevant peter f drucker i am often asked by management students and middle
managers how can we make the changes you talk about if we are not at the top i
reply you can begin where you are whatever your job you can bring new insight
new leadership to your team your group frances hesselbein as they say none of
us is as smart as all of us that is good because the problems we face are too
complex to be solved by any one person or any one discipline warren bennis
these are just a few of the insights collected in leader to leader an inspiring
examination of mission leadership values innovation building collaborations
shaping effective institutions and creating community management pioneer peter
f drucker southwest airlines ceo herb kelleher best selling authors warren bennis
stephen r covey and charles handy pulitzer prize winner doris kearns goodwin
harvard professors rosabeth moss kanter and regina herzlinger and learning
organization expert peter senge are among those who share their knowledge and
experience in this essential resource their essays will spark ideas open doors and
inspire all those who face the challenge of leading in an ever changing
environment for a reader s guide see leaderbooks org
Leader to Leader (LTL), Enduring Insights on Leadership from the
Drucker Foundation's Award-Winning Journal 1999-02-19 in a clear and
compelling voice frances hesselbein delivers key leadership lessons tracing her
own development as a leader she narrates the critical moments that shaped her
personally and professionally from her childhood in pennsylvania to moving up
from girl scout troop leader to girl scout ceo to founding and leading the leader to



leader institute to her friendships and experiences with some of the greatest
leaders and thinkers of our time each chapter includes an inspirational story a
key lesson and how to apply it to daily life
My Life in Leadership 2011-01-06 argues that leadership styles do not need to
change in different contexts thus giving readers permission to develop one style
that works for every situation readers are instructed on the behaviors and traits
necessary to become awakened leaders such as integrity and compassion and
they are warned about common mistakes such as being judgmental or
manipulative in depth interviews with leaders in many settings from corporate to
nonprofit and religious to personal reveal crucial points for leadership success as
well as organizational aspects for achieving greater job performance and
satisfaction taking into account the many recognized leadership styles discussed
in business literature awakened leadership is presented as the most effective
versatile style of leading from publisher description
The Awakened Leader 2007 the book s title leaders journal 40 days of self
coaching gives some clues as to what it is about it s for all leaders entrepreneurs
business managers social enterprise leaders or anyone who aspires to lead its
aim is to enable to you to self coach it s intended to help you learn and embed
new ways of working over the 40 days and beyond it provides 40 days of great
stories and cases that will get you thinking and inspire you it provides a treasure
chest of 40 practical and powerful tools and ideas that you and your team will
want to use well into the future it s a journal which gives you space to write down
your thoughts and ideas each day and to keep a record of your journey it s
written to help you navigate more effectively to improve your zig and to develop
your zag above all our hope is that leaders journal will be of great benefit to you
and the people you serve for many years to come
Leaders' Journal 2015-06-13 this guide provides over 300 pages of resources
suggested by leadership educators in surveys center for creative leadership staff
and search of library resources this eighth edition is half new including web sites
and listserv discussion groups and it places a stronger focus on meeting the
needs of human resources professionals and corporate trainers an annotated
bibliography groups leadership materials in several broad categories overview in
context history biography and literature competencies research theories and
models training and development social global and diversity issues team
leadership and organizational leadership 180 pages includes annotated lists of
journals and newsletters 9 pages instruments 21 pages exercises 41 pages
instrument and exercise vendors 5 pages videos 29 pages video distributors 4
pages web sites 6 pages organizations 21 pages and conferences 9 pages
contains a 66 page index of all resources tej
Leadership Resources 2000 the words journal and journey have the same latin
root meaning a day every leader is on a journey every day counts as a part of
that journey this leadership journal is intended to engage you in reflecting on



your journey at any critical time in your career whether it s a step up the
corporate ladder a new organisation or leading during a time of major change my
leadership journal contains room for 53 journal entries tips for using a journal for
self development and quotes from inspirational leaders to inspire your thinking
and reflection it is a tool to assist leaders of all levels to develop the self concept
that underpins authentic leadership and personal growth
My Leadership Journal 2015-06-04 this practical work has clinical guidelines and
advice on controlling symptoms as well as showing doctors and carers how to
provide physical and psychological comfort it helps the clinician to develop a
scientific approach to managing symptoms
Physicians as Leaders 2018-10-08 frances hesselbein inspires people from all
walks of life from fortune 500 ceos to philanthropists military general officers
young leaders and nonprofit executives in every social sector leadership she
teaches begins not with what you do but with who you are jim collins author of
good to great and how the mighty fall get wisdom and advice on a range of
timeless leadership topics and challenges from frances hesselbein president and
ceo of the acclaimed frances hesselbein leadership institute this collection of
compelling articles is a must read for leaders who need to be prepared to guide
their organizations into an uncertain future with rare intelligence and keen insight
she offers an impassioned discussion about her zeal for diversity and inclusion
takes a hard look at today s pervasive atmosphere of cynicism and mistrust
reveals how leaders can change the lives of children schools and communitities
extols a new generation that relate to the maxim leadership is a matter of how to
be not how to do shows what it takes to be a true leader during a crisis and more
More Hesselbein on Leadership 2012-07-31 this new edition of the award winning
guide to the web for nurses is nearly double in size and twice as useful expert
nurses in more than 50 content areas have carefully selected and reviewed
nearly 400 web sites available in their specialty areas resulting in an authoritative
guide to the best the web has to offer for the professional nurse each web
description includes a summary of the site intended audience sponsor level of
information and relevance to nurses the book also indicates sites which can be
referred to patients
Internet Resources For Nurses 2003 this is a prompted leadership journal which
allows you to explore your own personal leadership style positive leadership traits
will be revealed as well as areas for opportunity this journal can be used with a
mentor to help grow and develop leadership skills in areas that are particular to
your personal development
My Leadership Journal 2019-02-15 2011 ajn book of the year winner in
leadership and management the ultimate goal for doctor of nursing practice dnp
leaders is to develop skills that will support their ability to lead effectively through
complex challenges such as working within the constraints of tight budgets
initiating health care policy change to eliminate health disparities and improving



health care outcomes at all levels of care this text is an invaluable instructional
guide for nursing graduate students who are developing the skills needed to fulfill
this new and emerging role of clinical leadership with this book nurses can
develop leadership skills that will ultimately transform health care practice by
incorporating innovative professional models of care it provides critical
information and practical tools to enhance leadership drawing from the works of
experts in business and health care leadership this book is an important resource
for dnp students nurse practitioners and current clinical leaders dealing with the
challenges of health care for the next generation key topics cultivating the
characteristics of a transformational leader charisma innovation inspiration
intellect and more developing the role of the dnp within complex organizational
systems incorporating new care delivery practice and management models
through leadership navigating power politics and policy building the team
understanding economics and finance and more
The Healthcare Forum Journal 1993 every nursing journal currently in print
has specific guidelines for writers this reference is a single source of guidelines
required by the editors of 101 nursing journals this reference tool also includes
key journal facts and publication information this is an invaluable guide for those
who are submitting manuscripts for publication
Transformational Leadership in Nursing 2010-09-01 want to develop
leadership skills try journaling it s an effective proven method people apply to
quotes that inspire you to write about skills you already have and ones you want
to develop there is a quote at the top of each 2 pages to prompt you to write
about your experiences and ways you intend to develop better skills leadership
journal will help your efforts to do just that when it s down on the page people
can examine their thoughts with more rationality a journal is a safe place to
express honest thoughts and emotions without the risk of judgment from others it
is a way people find that inner part of their soul emerging to guide them and give
them the answers them didn t think they had they ll begin to understand why
quotes can inspire you to reflect on your own skills or motivate you to develop
better leadership for others as well as uncover inner strength and leadership
skills that can help you professionally we all know seeking to develop those inate
leadership skills is beneficial in succeeding in today s fast paced job market it is
challenging and everyone will develop leadership skills at their own pace this
journal will leave anyone planning activities around what has happened in the
past having a place to make relevant notes about your performance logging your
leadership development progress whether someone wants to have the skills to
succeed or develops those inner leadership skills this journal is the first step to
develop leadership skills get this book today and get started right now
List of Journals Indexed for MEDLINE 2005 this book presents an overview of
innovative initiatives to combat the nursing shortage that are being pioneered in
a number of states schools of nursing and health care institutions among the



strategies described are preceptor and mentoring arrangements scholarship work
payback agreements private and public funding initiatives to support the
education of future nurses and service education partnership models an
international perspective is added by a chapter on initiatives in a hospital in
iceland
Writer's Guide to Nursing Periodicals 2000-06-21 everybody involved in
sport from the bleachers to the boardroom should develop an understanding of
ethics sport ethics prompt discussion of the central principles and ideals by which
we all live our lives and effective leadership in sport is invariably ethical
leadership this fascinating new introduction to sport ethics outlines key ethical
theories in the context of sport as well as the fundamentals of moral reasoning it
explores all the central ethical issues in contemporary sport from violence hazing
and gambling to performance enhancement doping and discrimination this book
not only investigates the ethical social and legal underpinnings of the most
important issues in sport today but also introduces the reader to the foundations
of ethical leadership in sport and discusses which leadership strategies are most
effective each chapter includes original real world case studies learning exercises
and questions to encourage students to reflect on the ethical problems presented
sport ethics and leadership is an essential resource for any course on sport and
leisure studies the ethics and philosophy of sport or sport and leisure
management
Leadership Journal 2018-08-28 if you want to improve your leadership skills
and develop to be inspirational then keep reading reflection from your leadership
role is critical for your understanding of your style many leaders end up in
leadership roles because they are good at their job not because they are good
leaders if we are not careful we will not develop our skills further and we will
become stale in our practice all leaders require continued professional
development cpd and effective supervision to maintain high standards this
journal will guide you in your performance as a leader furthermore it will aid
development using reflection and coaching questions it provides greater
knowledge of key leadership skills and encourages opportunities for personal
reflection on current practice to enable a growth mindset application of the
fundamentals will improve your knowledge and understanding of effective
leaders and facilitate an improved awareness of self in the role a journal is a
fantastic resource to write your reflections every day all you need to do is write
for five minutes at the end of the working day or before you go to bed it is up to
you writing in a journal can create significant changes in your life when done
correctly it s an excellent opportunity to create a habit and build this into your life
and as an example make it part of your daily routine our journals are different
from other journals they don t just list goals and actions for the day of course this
is important but they develop these further by using coaching questions to guide
you on the specific subject areas this is aimed at individuals keen on personal



improvement because we believe you can create change famous journal keepers
include inventor leonardo da vinci and entrepreneur benjamin franklin their
experiences demonstrate just how versatile journaling is and how almost anyone
can benefit from this practice in this book you will discover leadership reflection
improved self awareness 100 day leadership templates 10 day reviews action
planning for the future opportunities to understand good leadership practice
improved leadership techniques and skills greater awareness of leadership style
whether you are a newly appointed leader or have some experience of leadership
keeping your reflections in a journal will provide you with a deeper understanding
of your patterns a leadership journal works for everyone and it will work for you
the authors are experts in the field of leadership management and humanistic
behaviour claire has an msc in coaching and specialises in relational and
executive coaching and over 35 years experience in training delivery and
leadership coaching ralph has more than 30 years of experience of training
delivery and has a vast track record of the design and delivery of leadership
programmes ralph and claire are international consultants and hold master
trainer status we have 5 star status with trustpilot and our testimonials are
legendary i attended the foundation leadership course at our newcastle office
with claire and ralph working as a team to deliver engaging and insightful
sessions the course taught me a lot about others as well as myself came away
inspired and even more motivated to achieve my goals i would recommend their
courses without hesitation anoushka patel superb training company delivered a
first class leadership course which was both relevant and informative highly
recommended a toby steevenson if you want to improve your leadership skills
significantly then scroll up and click add to cart button
The Nursing Shortage 2003-08-12 developing college students leadership
capacity has become an essential outcome in higher education over the past
decade collegiate recreation and intercollegiate athletics are two unique
environments that often integrate leadership development initiatives this volume
explores the developing leadership capacity of students in recreation and athletic
settings and includes a variety of conceptual frameworks including the social
change model of leadership development practical approaches for creating
leadership education initiatives discussions of the difficulties students face
transitioning from high school to college and literature and resources for
assessing leadership development occurring in recreation and athletics this
volume provides a great resource for practitioners and educators to positively
influence the leadership development of students throughout their time at the
university the jossey bass quarterly report series new directions for student
leadership explores leadership concepts and pedagogical topics of interest to
high school and college leadership educators issues are grounded in scholarship
and feature practical applications and best practices in youth and adult
leadership education



Sport, Ethics and Leadership 2017-07-12 provides invaluable guidance for
nursing graduate students to develop the skills necessary to transform healthcare
through leadership within complex healthcare settings the award winning
transformational leadership in nursing from expert clinician to influential leader
guides nursing graduate students and professionals in the development of skills
required to fulfill emerging leadership roles in our increasingly complex
healthcare system it provides a wealth of critical information practical tools
creative vision and inspiration to help facilitate leadership in a wide variety of
settings this expanded and updated third edition presents current challenges in
healthcare and frameworks for becoming a transformational leader during times
of change expert leaders discuss the tenets of collaborative leadership networks
influence and decision making as well as the creation of organizational
environments and cultures to support practice excellence the text will help
readers master the skills necessary to work effectively across disciplines and
generations develop and implement strategic plans design implement and
evaluate practice models build cohesive and effective teams and lead across
systems of care to resolve healthcare disparities and improve outcomes this
inspirational text fulfills the dnp core competencies as described in the american
association of colleges of nursing aacn essentials of doctoral education for
advanced nursing practice new to this edition outlines key leadership
competencies for effective leadership in complex organizations expands the
scope of the healthcare economics and finance section to address the
monetization of nursing innovations expands coverage of population health
strategies features leadership in action vignettes and reflective questions to help
students apply theoretical concepts to their own situations includes updated tools
healthcare paradigms and leadership inspiration presents cases and reflective
questions to help students apply the theoretical content to their own situations
and generate discussion across cohorts of students key features benefits written
expressly for aprns transitioning into leadership roles traces the trajectory from
expert clinician to the role of leader in complex organizations and patient
populations utilizes leadership in action vignettes to highlight real world
application of concepts and strategies provides learning objectives reflection
questions inspirational quotations from noted leaders and resources for further
learning includes ancillary powerpoint slides purchase includes digital access for
use on most mobile devices or computers
Effective Leader Journal 2020-07-17 comprehensive and easy to read this
authoritative resource features the most up to date research based blend of
practice and theory related to the issues that impact nursing management and
leadership today key topics include the nursing professional s role in law and
ethics staffing and scheduling delegation cultural considerations care
management human resources outcomes management safe work environments
preventing employee injury and time and stress management research notes in



each chapter summarize relevant nursing leadership and management studies
and show how research findings can be applied in practice leadership and
management behavior boxes in each chapter highlight the performance and
conduct expected of nurse leaders managers and executives leading and
managing defined boxes in each chapter list key terminology related to
leadership and management and their definitions case studies at the end of each
chapter present real world leadership and management situations and illustrate
how key chapter concepts can be applied to actual practice critical thinking
questions at the end of each chapter present clinical situations followed by
critical thinking questions that allow you to reflect on chapter content critically
analyze the information and apply it to the situation a new patient acuity chapter
uses evidence based tools to discuss how patient acuity measurement can be
done in ways that are specific to nursing a reader friendly format breaks key
content into easy to scan bulleted lists chapters are divided according to the
aone competencies for nurse leaders managers and executives practical tips
boxes highlight useful strategies for applying leadership and management skills
to practice
My Leadership Journal 2015-10-09 on high performance organizations features
the best thinking from top experts on organizational effectiveness sustaining
growth and strategy written in a concise style that is ideal for the busy executive
with little spare time the book presents a stellar roster of contributors on high
performance organizations is one title in the leader to leader guides which draw
from the most compelling articles that have appeared in leader to leader the
drucker foundation s award winning journal
Student Leadership Development Through Recreation and Athletics 2015-09-08
want to develop leadership skills try journaling it s an effective proven method
people apply to quotes that inspire you to write about skills you already have and
ones you want to develop there is a quote at the top of each 2 pages to prompt
you to write about your experiences and ways you intend to develop better skills
leadership journal will help your efforts to do just that when it s down on the page
people can examine their thoughts with more rationality a journal is a safe place
to express honest thoughts and emotions without the risk of judgment from
others it is a way people find that inner part of their soul emerging to guide them
and give them the answers them didn t think they had they ll begin to understand
why quotes can inspire you to reflect on your own skills or motivate you to
develop better leadership for others as well as uncover inner strength and
leadership skills that can help you professionally we all know seeking to develop
those inate leadership skills is beneficial in succeeding in today s fast paced job
market it is challenging and everyone will develop leadership skills at their own
pace this journal will leave anyone planning activities around what has happened
in the past having a place to make relevant notes about your performance
logging your leadership development progress whether someone wants to have



the skills to succeed or develops those inner leadership skills this journal is the
first step to develop leadership skills get this book today and get started right
now
Transformational Leadership in Nursing 2020-01-06 globally the health
sector faces significant demands for reform and improvement to meet the needs
of the 21st century to achieve that goal highly sophisticated and capable leaders
are required across all dimensions of the health system this book describes the
key challenges that demand reform why better leadership is the source code for
better system performance and the issues that stand in the way of getting that
leadership it includes substantive treatment of the modern democratic challenges
that healthcare leaders face and the essence of what it means to be a leader in
today s world the essence of leadership itself is described and the case made for
the need for people to use the workplace as the place to develop leadership
rather than relying solely on formal programs it will also outline a self directed
learning process that any individual leader citizen clinician or senior executive
can use to develop their own leadership capability and thus become more active
as a leader of change this book addresses the need for leaders to think on a
system wide scale a second part of the book focuses primarily on the canadian
health system and leads in a caring environment capabilities framework and the
link between leads and frameworks in australia and the uk leads was developed
through a partnership between members of the healthcare leaders association of
british columbia and the canadian college of health leaders the canadian health
leadership network and royal roads university currently it is stewarded by a not
for profit collaboration that has endorsed leads as an evidence informed set of
national expectations for canadian health leaders leads has been endorsed by
many health organizations in almost all provinces in canada as a foundation for
their talent management programs in leadership development and succession
planning the book will address the research foundations for the leads framework
how it was developed the framework s contents its congruence with other
national frameworks and how leads can be used as a model to envisage and plan
change
Leadership and Nursing Care Management - E-Book 2013-08-07 what to do when
you re a new leader a 30 day guide designed to help new leaders take stock of
current knowledge question assumptions find gaps and begin to fill them it is
intended to push leaders out of their comfort zones towards creating new
leadership skills habits and competencies new leaders can build their relative
vision better understand the dynamics of their markets and industries become a
better mentor and coach to their team understand their leadership style become
more influential to their groups and throughout their organization take the first
steps in your leadership journey with confidence
On High Performance Organizations 2002-03-22 leadership under
construction is sure to become a self development tool that supports students



and teachers in building a conceptual foundation for leadership the book is
intended to be a teacher facilitation workbook where ownership is transferred
from author to teacher and from teacher to student the material is a catalyst of
thought knowledge and understanding where teachers assist students in applying
the principles and concepts of leadership and bring continuous attention to how
they are connected
Leadership Journal 2018-08-29 winner of an ajn book of the year award nurses
are presented with the challenge of leading a variety of groups in our healthcare
environment ranging from patients and families to communities and
organizations while there appears to be little time for leadership development
leadership skills are in great demand this first book of its kind fills the leadership
development void not perviously addressed in nursing education
Bringing Leadership to Life in Health: LEADS in a Caring Environment 2014-01-13
on leading change features the best thinking from top experts on strategies for
change sustaining growth and leading transition written in a concise style that is
ideal for the busy executive with little time to read the book highlights a stellar
panel of contributors including peter drucker peter senge william bridges and
rosabeth moss kanter on leading change is one title in the leader to leader guides
four volume set that draws from the most compelling articles that have appeared
in the drucker foundation s award winning journal leader to leader
Daily Leadership Reflections 2019-07-18 leaders represent a necessary part
of any organizational structure and leadership styles can vary greatly between
individuals servant leadership is one such leadership style which is helping
individuals guide and encourage others within their organization servant
leadership research and practice explores the concept of rethinking the leader
subordinate relationship structure through the dissolution of an authoritarian
leadership style this book supports current and future leaders through relevant
discussions on methodologies and tools in support of servant leadership and is
designed for use by business managers executives scholars and upper level
students
Leadership Under Construction 2004 today we often look to our leaders in
business government or the social sector to make effective decisions in a
complex world whether they are asked what steps to take to improve
competitiveness in a global economy or to make tough ethical choices well
trained leaders are critical to organizational effectiveness although we know
much about leadership development for individuals after they take their first job
we know relatively little about their earlier experiences that contributed to their
interest in leadership or subsequent effectiveness as leaders this volume brings
together researchers who explore leadership at different points before individuals
enter the workforce and asks important questions surrounding definitions of
leadership behavior necessary leader skills and age related leader tasks factors
contributing to development of leader identity and ways to improve the process



of leader development with contributions from well known leadership researchers
such as robert sternberg howard gardner bruce avolio and susan komives the
volume shows research evidence for factors such as early childhood and youth
experiences on leadership development which have implications for the way we
understand and train leadership in today s organizations
Africa Forum 1992 this book has been stimulated by the author s continuing work
as a programme tutor on the national medical leadership development
programmes run through the centre for health planning management at the
university of keele together with three years part time working with the centre for
the development of healthcare policy practice at the university of leeds the
experience of working with colleagues in these settings together with his own
consultancy work has convinced the author of the centrality of clinical leadership
to the success of health care organisations and therefore also of the need to
develop that leadership while aware that much excellent work was going on it
was also clear that this emerging good practice needed to be brought together
into a single publication which captured the innovation and challenge in as
comprehensive a way as possible this book is for leaders at all levels in the nhs
spanning board and executive levels to directorate network and front line
leadership roles it is also of value to those involved in leadership development
education and research
National Forum of Educational Administration and Supervision Journal
2006 nurse educators can no longer be just experts in their specific fields they
need to be able to teach a variety of students in a variety of settings this book
encompasses all topics necessary to assist nurses to become educators i am not
aware any other books that address this area so thoroughly score 98 5 stars
doody s ìi truly believe that your book made it possible for me to successfully
complete the cne exam it truly is the only book you need to pass the cne exam i
m living proof thanks so much i learned a lot from your book and intend to keep it
on my desk for future reference î ósue carroll msn rn sentara college of health
sciences this is the only certified nurse educator cne examination prep book that
addresses each of the key topics outlined in the actual nln test blueprint the
review manual serves as an indespensible resource for novice and expert nurse
educators seeking to master the content needed for cne certification each
chapter contains only the most important information needed for the test
breaking each topic down into its parts to facilitate quick access to core content
no other review manual offers comprehensive coverage of everything nurse
educators need to know for the cne exam including guidelines for classroom
management practal teaching strategies and much more why you need this book
chapter content presents nurse educator core competencies as outlined in the nln
test blueprint features practice questions in each chapter and an answer key in
the back of the book with full explanations of correct answers includes
comprehensive practice test at the end of the book also with explanations of



correct answers contains essential information on practical teaching strategies
developing lesson plans culturally diverse students student evaluation and much
more this guide contains the essential knowledge that all nurse educators need
to pass the test and excel in teaching thus serving as an invaluable resource for
systematic review of content before taking the nln cne examination
Educating Nurses for Leadership 2005-04-18 it is important for leaders to
learn as much as possible about what it takes to be a good leader however it is
even more important to be able to apply what is being learned cases on critical
leadership skills provides interesting real world and often inspiring cases written
by well known experts and top level executives from around the world of leaders
applying the critical skills needed to be a successful high impact leader in a fast
paced modern society
On Leading Change 2002-03-22
Servant Leadership: Research and Practice 2014-03-31
Early Development and Leadership 2012-03-29
Clinical Leadership Development 2005-02-04
Air University Library Index to Military Periodicals 1998
Certified Nurse Educator (CNE) Review Manual 2009-06-15
Cases on Critical Leadership Skills 2024-02-12
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